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Summary of activities
The last three years have been exceptionally productive. Our research focused on two complementary themes: optimal learning, which addresses the efficient collection of information, and approximate dynamic programming, which is a modeling and algorithmic strategy for solving complex, sequential decision problems. These problems arise in the control of complex machinery, R&D portfolio optimization, materials science (sequential design of experiments), communications, and a wide range of resource allocation problems that arise in operations and logistics including mid-air refueling, spare parts management, emergency response, and robust allocation of fuel, medical supplies and food.
In the process of making advances in approximate dynamic programming, we found ourselves making contributions to an area that is proving to be critical to both lines of investigation: machine learning. In fact, we have come to realize that machine learning is starting to play a critical role in the advancement of our ability to solve complex stochastic programming problems, and it began to play an important role both in optimal learning and approximate dynamic programming.
We have found it useful to think of stochastic optimization problems in terms of three closely related mathematical problems. These include:
Stochastic search:
Policy optimization 0 0 max ( , ( )) |
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Dynamic programming 
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Here, we assume that x is a decision, which may be a multidimensional, and even highdimensional, vector. W is a vector of random variables. ( )
t X S
 is a function (policy) that determines a decision x given the information in the state variable t S . In all of the above, we assume that the expectation cannot be computed exactly, either because the vector W is too complex, or perhaps because we do not know the distribution, depending instead on observations from an exogenous process for sample realizations. Equation (1) is the classical statement of a stochastic search problem, where we have to choose a deterministic set of parameters x to maximize an uncertain function. Our work in optimal learning focuses on problems where the function ( , ) F x W is expensive to compute. For example, it might involve a field experiment (testing a new technology, moving a sensor, testing a policy for managing people) or running an expensive simulation. During our research, we encountered a variety of (1) which appears to be a new problem class, which we refer to as stochastic search with an observable state. This problem is written max ( , , )
In this problem, we first observe an exogenous state S, then we make a decision x, and finally we observe an exogenous outcome W that depends on S and x. Each time we make a decision, we do so in a different state S, which makes it hard to learn from past decisions, a feature that is fundamental to stochastic search algorithms.
Policy optimization (equation (2)), is mathematically equivalent to stochastic search (especially the form in equation (1a)), but the setting is typically different. A policy is some sort of rule for making decisions over time, and these come in many flavors.
The last problem class is dynamic programming, which is most familiar when written as Bellman's equation in (3) . It is well know that this is a way of characterizing an optimal policy that solves (2) , although this has never been viewed as an algorithmic strategy for stochastic search (equations (1) or (1a)).
It has long been recognized that statistical methods represent a powerful algorithmic strategy. Response surface methods (also known as metamodels) have long been recognized as a way of solving both stochastic search problems (1), and, since the 1990's, have been used as a powerful tool in the growing field of approximate dynamic programming for solving (3) . However, the methods are often ad hoc since they depend on the "art" of feature selection (also known as basis functions). Convergence results (including our own contributions) tend to be limited to problems with special structure.
Our research has been progressing in parallel along three lines:
1. Machine learning -Both stochastic search and approximate dynamic programming depend on our ability to approximate either ( , )
. By far the most popular approximation strategy is to use a parametric representation which requires first manually identifying a set of features (or basis functions) which are typically denoted ( ), f S f  F , which introduces the undesirable art of identifying features, which has grown into a side area of research. We started to pursue nonparametric methods, although classical techniques based on kernel regression do not scale to higher dimensions without assuming strong structural properties (although this remains an interesting area of research that we intend on pursuing). However, during the past three years, we made a significant advance Page 3 to a very general class of nonparametric methods known as Dirichlet process mixtures of generalized linear models (DP-GLM). 2. Optimal learning -There are a number of problems in stochastic search where the function ( , ) F x W is expensive to measure, even for a single sample realization W. We developed a new search strategy called the knowledge gradient which we first discovered under our previous award, and which we have continued to develop in a significant way. Optimal learning is proving to be a powerful strategy for complex stochastic search problems, and we are just starting to investigate its use to solve the exploration vs. exploitation problem of approximate dynamic programming. 3. Approximate dynamic programming -We retain our original interest in solving sequential decision problems. These can sometimes be solved using policy optimization (equation (2)) as a form of stochastic search, but the most general strategy starts with Bellman's equation where we have to approximate the value function. In contrast with our previous research which focused on discrete resources (primarily motivated by problems in transportation and logistics), our work over the past three years has focused on states and actions that are both continuous and multidimensional, which have received relatively little attention in the stochastic optimization literature.
At this time, we have compiled theoretical and computational results that are starting to lend credence to the hope, long viewed as a kind of holy grail, that we might be able to develop general purpose solvers for the problems spanned by (1/1a), (2) and (3). While we doubt that a general purpose solver can outperform specialized solvers for specific problem class, there are parallels with the history of deterministic optimization where general purpose linear programming solvers replaced the specialized network codes, primal simplex codes and multicommodity codes that were popular in the 1980's. This is not to say that general purpose solvers can solve any integer or nonlinear programming problem, we can start to believe that we can significantly expand the range of stochastic control problems that can be solved using general purpose packages.
Technical advances
In this section, we summarize the research advances that we have made under the three general themes: machine learning, optimal learning and approximate dynamic programming.
Advances in machine learning
We began with the intent of using methods from machine learning to improve our ability to approximate value functions in ADP, and found ourselves instead making fundamental contributions to machine learning in the area of nonparametric statistics through joint research with Professor David Blei in computer science at Princeton. Lauren Hannah, funded by the AFOSR grant, began working with Prof. Blei and extended prior work on Dirichlet process mixtures to cover a broader class of problems that includes highdimensional covariates which may be discrete, continuous or categorical. The ability to Page 4 handle high-dimensional covariates overcomes the central limitation of classical nonparametric statistics which uses kernel regression.  for the ith observation is assumed to belong probabilistically to one of a set of clusters. The probability it belongs to each cluster is given by a Dirichlet distribution, which is conjugate with the multinomial distribution describing the membership in a cluster. The response
assumed to be described by a linear regression, or any function in a broad class of generalized linear models. In a nutshell, DP-GLM can be viewed as a method that probabilistically classifies each data point into one of a series of clusters which adapt to the data. Figure 1 illustrates the process of clustering observations. Figure 2 then shows the local linear fits to each cluster. Finally, figure 3 uses a weighting formula that estimates the probability that each data point is a member of each cluster to produce a smoothed fit.
In addition to the algorithm, Lauren Hannah was able to complete a very difficult proof of asymptotic unbiasedness, which means that this method offers the potential to approximate any problem. 
Optimal learning
The field of optimal learning (a name that we have introduced in an effort to help integrate the different communities that contribute to this problem) addresses the problem of collecting information when observations are expensive. We originally started working on this topic to solve the exploration vs. exploitation problem of approximate dynamic programming. As with our work on machine learning, this area of research took on a life of its own.
Our central contribution was the discovery that a "myopic policy" that we refer to as the knowledge gradient worked very well. The knowledge gradient is defined very simply. Let Implementation decision (what we are going to do with the information)
State of knowledge (belief) about the value of different alternatives ( , ) The performance given decision and knowledge . This is often dismissed as a myopic heuristic, but comparisons between this policy and one where decisions are optimized over a longer horizon suggest that the differences are negligible.
The original idea was developed for problems where we are trying to learn about discrete alternatives, and where learning something about one alternative teaches us nothing about another alternative (independent beliefs). A major practical breakthrough was the extension of this idea to the very important problem class of independent beliefs: The knowledge gradient is myopically optimal by construction; that is, it is the best measurement that you can make if you can make only one measurement. For offline problems, it is also asymptotically optimal, as both the papers above show. We also developed a general theory of asymptotic optimality that can be applied to other search policies:
P. Frazier and W. B. Powell, "Convergence to Global Optimality with Sequential Bayesian Sampling Policies" submitted to SIAM J. on Control and Optimization.
We often hear that many policies are asymptotically optimal (e.g. random search or round-robin), but the knowledge gradient is the only stationary policy that is both myopically and asymptotically optimal, with the critical feature that it requires no tunable parameters.
The research above was performed in the context of offline learning problems. We recently adapted the idea to online learning problems, which are often referred to as multiarmed bandit problems. A special class of bandit problems can be solved optimally using a Gittins index policy, long viewed as a major breakthrough. However, computing Gittins indices is notoriously difficult, and the result cannot be generalized to problems with correlated beliefs.
Ryzhov, I., W. B. Powell, P. I. Frazier, "The knowledge gradient algorithm for a general class of online learning problems", under review Operations Research (second revision). This paper shows that the KG outperforms the best available approximation of the Gittins index on problems for which Gittins indices are optimal. However, the knowledge gradient can also handle finite horizon problems, as well as problems with correlated beliefs. Finally, this paper demonstrates that both offline and online problems can be solved using the same strategy (there is a trivial difference in the formulas) which is easily computable, and requires no tunable parameters.
What is perhaps the only limitation that we have been able to identify in the knowledge gradient is that some problems exhibit nonconcavity in the value of information. The value of one observation may be minimal, but 10 observations might be quite valuable. We can be led astray if we make measurement choices based on the value of a single measurement. The essential insight is that we only learn from a measurement when it is made with sufficient precision to change a decision. We overcome this limitation using a very simple, and easily computable, modification of the knowledge gradient that we are calling the KG(*) algorithm.
We have been extending the knowledge gradient to different problem classes. One involves learning about the edges in a graph. Consider the wide range of graph problems, and assume that we have imperfect information about the cost of an edge. We can use the knowledge gradient to determine which edge we should collect information about. This work is summarized in Ilya Ryzhov and W. B. Powell, "Information collection on a graph," Operations Research (to appear). This paper means that we can quickly adapt the knowledge gradient policy for any offline problem to an online problem.
We are also nearing completion of an adaptation of KG to problems where we are measuring continuous parameters, as often arises when tuning the parameters of a physical device, experiment or the parameters of a simulation. The first step in this research is nearing completion and can be viewed at The paper on drug discovery made it possible to find the best molecular compound, out of 87,000 combinations, in under 200 trials. The work on hierarchical knowledge gradient is a simple form of nonparametric estimation, which makes it possible to optimize over very complex surfaces. The paper includes a convergence proof. The last paper uses classical kernel regression and also includes a convergence proof. This algorithm was used this past semester in several projects involving policy optimization, but at the moment it is limited to only a few continuous parameters.
Our next step is to see if we can adapt the knowledge gradient when the belief structure is represented using the DP-GLM model.
Approximate dynamic programming
After years of working on approximate dynamic programming for discrete resources, we shifted gears a few years ago to do convergence theory for ADP for problems with continuous, multidimensional states and actions. Virtually any ADP algorithm can handle complex states (this is the central goal of ADP), but most convergence proofs have been done in the reinforcement learning literature for problems where actions are discrete (or discretized). A popular strategy in this community, which avoids the explicit computation of the expectation (which is generally impossible) is to use the concept of Q-learning, where instead of approximating the value of being in a state, ( ) V S , we estimate the value of a state action pair, denoted ( , ) Q S a , where a is a discrete action. Obviously estimating ( , ) Q S a is harder than estimating ( ) V S , but if the action space is small, then it is not too much harder.
We are interested in problems where the action is a continuous vector x. In this setting, estimating ( , )
Q S x is now dramatically harder than estimating ( ) V S (throughout our discussion, we are using what the community refers to as "model-based" dynamic programming, where we assume we know the transition function).
We now face several technical challenges:
1. How do we solve for the vector x when there is an imbedded expectation? 2. How do we approximate the value function? 3. How do we solve the exploration vs. exploitation problem in high dimensions? 4. How do we perform statistical updating?
We solve the problem of the imbedded expectation by using the idea of the post-decision state, which is the value of a state, typically denoted x t S after a decision is made but before any new information has arrived, which means it is a deterministic function of the state t S and action t x . We developed this idea earlier and have demonstrated its effectiveness in a variety of transportation applications.
The last question represents a serious challenge when we use a particular algorithmic strategy that is variously called approximate value iteration, or TD(0) learning. This is the easiest strategy to implement computationally, since it means that we solve a sequence of deterministic optimization problems of the form
This can typically be solved using a commercial solver for linear, nonlinear or integer programs. Approximate value iteration, however, requires updating of the general form
where ˆn v is new information about the value of being in state n S . We found that when using approximate value iteration, considerable care has to be applied in the choice of stepsize formula. For this reason, we derived a new, optimal stepsize formula which appears to be the first optimal stepsize derived specifically for dynamic programs. The formula is presented below, along with a number of other insights about stepsizes:
We have used approximate policy iteration in most of our applications of approximate dynamic programming for the management of physical resources. In one special case, which arises when there are sequences of problems linked by a scalar variable as might arise in a storage application, we could prove convergence using approximate value iteration. This paper can be viewed at J. Nascimento, W. B. Powell, "An Optimal Approximate Dynamic Programming Algorithm for the Energy Dispatch Problem with Grid-Level Storage," under review at SIAM J. Control and Optimization.
We then undertook the problem of proving convergence for ADP algorithms designed specifically for this problem class. Our first paper assumes that we can exactly represent the value function (around the post-decision state) using basis functions (a parametric representation). We were una J. Ma and W. B. Powell, "Convergence Analysis of On-Policy LSPI for Multi-Dimensional Continuous State and Action-Space MDPs and Extension with Orthogonal Polynomial Approximation," under review at SIAM J. Control and Optimization.
A disappointment was that we had to resort to approximate policy iteration rather than approximate value iteration. Approximate policy iteration introduces an inner loop where we have to ensure that we do a "good enough" job of updating the value function. This was not needed in the previous reference with the scalar storage component. The last paper also required that we precisely know the basis functions, although it is shown that we can avoid this if we use orthogonal polynomials.
A key feature of this algorithm is that it is "on policy." This means that if we are in a state This basic operation scales to very high dimensions (as we have found in our transportation work). But it means that the next state we visit is determined by our policy, which is generally not the correct policy. Most ADP/RL algorithms use off-policy sampling, where after optimizing the approximate decision function, an action is chosen at random to determine the next state to visit (we could also simply sample a state at random). Sampling an action at random is easy if there is a small number of discrete actions, but becomes meaningless when x is multidimensional (and especially if it is high dimensional). Off-policy sampling makes it easy to prove convergence with guarantees that states may be visited infinitely often, but computationally, it is completely impractical.
Our algorithm has three nice features: a) it does not require approximation of Q factors (around the state and action), b) it uses on-policy iteration, and c) it does not require an explicit exploration/exploitation strategy. The last feature arises (with some reasonable assumptions) because we only need to sample enough states to solve the identification problem for the parameters of the value function approximation.
The major limitation of this algorithm is that it requires that the value function be exactly represented by known basis functions, a condition that will never be satisfied in practice. For this reason, we turned next to studying theoretical convergence of an algorithm that approximates the value function using kernel regression, eliminating the need to know basis functions. This paper is nearing completion, and can be viewed by clicking on J. Ma 
Doctoral dissertations
The following doctoral dissertations were completed over the last three years. A third, by Lauren Hannah, will be finished this summer. Lauren was awarded a competitive fellowship at Duke University which is generally used to attract women and minorities into faculty positions at Duke. 
Personnel supported

Honors and awards
Winner, Donald H. Wagner Prize for Excellence in Operations Research Practice, Fall, 2009. This award was given for an industrial application of approximate dynamic programming, which was funded over the years by my AFOSR research. The Wagner prize is specifically designed to recognize contributions to methodology arising from practice.
